Summer School 2017 Feedback
Hallo Bill.
I hope you are well and enjoyed your second week of summer school.
I just wanted to thank you again for the great week in Ludwigsfelde and also for the photo and the
material on your homepage.
Best wishes - also for your team.
A….
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Bill,
thanks again for the wonderful days at Ludwigsfelde summer course - they passed by much too
quickly again. These days are always a delight and great practice for all of us. Now we have been
connected for so many years that we can't imagine summers without you and your team, because all
the tutors do such a brilliant job to keep us busy with practising and improving our English.... And
also due to repetition in one or the other way there is progress in our abilities. There is so much
input that one can't keep everything in mind by doing it only once (should have these courses twice
a year!)…Please tell all the tutors as well as Bethany and Patrick that it was great pleasure again.
THANKS-THANKS-THANKS
S…
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Bill,
Firstly I'd like to express my gratefulness for your attention and kindness. Your seminars are really
helpful. Today I've downloaded some of the free materials from your website. I hope to take part in
follow-up courses next year.
Best wishes,
K…
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This year's English Summer School proved to be another great opportunity of getting immersed in
the English language by listening to it and speaking it all day long.
The workshops offered a fantastic chance to explore topics and to try out things which I had been
unfamiliar with before.
I just loved the Drama and the Mindfulness workshop. Thanks to our wonderful tutors I felt at
ease and comfortable from the very first minute on and I so much enjoyed trying out something
new. Wonderful! :)
"Environment" had not been on my top 5 list - BUT the workshop was so very well prepared, the
tasks and activities were so interesting and varied that all the participants - me included, of course had sooo much fun and really enjoyed discussing this important topic. Brilliant!

Having the chance to chat in English from dawn till dusk till night ;) was simply fantastic and is a main
reason - I believe - that the English Summer School has been such a great success for many a year.
Fabulous!
Thank you so much for being really dedicated to your work with us English teachers here in
Brandenburg. I appreciate that a lot. What a joy and privilege to have the chance to participate
in such a unique kind of Fortbildung - unique because of its positive and relaxed atmosphere of
inspiration, recognition and encouragement, and because of the lasting benefits for our personal
development as English teachers we all have gained from it over the years.
C…
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------First of all thanks a lot for this year's Summer school. It was really interesting, diversified and
productive. I will have very happy memories of that week. We had a wonderful time.
B……
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

